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New Decade: new inflation challenges   
     Symptoms of monetary inflation are multiplying at the 

turn of the decade, most of all in the dollar hegemon, but also globally.  
That assessment includes consideration of both asset inflation and 
goods inflation.  It is still plausible that the rise of inflation now under way 
in the first half of 2020 will be halted further ahead by a sudden build-up 
of recessionary forces, including geo-political developments. Meantime 
there is no likelihood of the Fed changing its present interest rate policy 
in response to higher inflation.  

     Rising consumer price inflation is not likely to remain (for long) 
“just a Chinese story” (year-on-year CPI inflation in China estimated at 
5% in November, albeit in part due to the surge in pork prices).  

     Measured US consumer price inflation (year-on-year) is likely 
to near 3% in 2020, sooner rather than later, especially given the run-up 
in oil prices.  The “true” inflation rate is in fact unknowable and some 
(including Austrian school economists) would say a nonsensical 
abstraction.  How is it possible to take account of so many measurement 
issues – for example, quality improvements (and deterioration), shifting 
shopping patterns with the growth of online (perpetual sales where many 
quoted prices are non-transactional), house prices and rents, and much 
more.  Nonetheless, in broad terms the rate of diminution in the 
domestic purchasing power of the dollar is likely to gather pace this year.   

     The Federal Reserve will be in denial – special factors 
responsible, white noise, inflation undershoots in the past which have to 
be made good.  

     Investors face new and old challenges in search of real 
returns, even as negative rates are set to fade away in Europe (where 
incidentally consumer price inflation is weighed down in official estimates 
by exclusion of housing, at a time when asset inflation in several real 
estate markets, especially Germany and the Netherlands, is rampant).   

     The whiff of inflation is in the air.   
     How else can we reconcile that gold prices and equities were 

rising together in late 2019  – and indeed both ended 2019 much higher 
than at the start (gold up 18%, S&P 500 up 28%; and for comparison, 
from end-October 2018 S&P 500 was up around 15%)?   

      Nominal long-term interest rates were also climbing in the US 
from late summer (10-year Treasury yield up 40bp, to 1.9%, by end-
2019, now down in response to Iran shock) – consistent with inflation 
anxieties in some parts of the market place, given that real yields (as 
quoted on TIPs) have been flat or even falling.  

Executive Summary 
Symptoms of monetary 
inflation – both in goods 
and asset markets – are 
becoming more serious, 
as we enter the 2020s. 
There are no grounds for 
complacency, based on 
narratives spun by 
central bankers or by 
finance professionals.   

 

The central bankers tell 
us (via their giant 
propaganda machines) 
that they have everything 
under control, in the 
world of the 2 per cent 
inflation standard.  But 
this is an emperor’s new 
clothes tale. 

 

Efficient marketeers, 
whose doctrines have 
helped spur a fantastic 
growth of passive 
investment via ETFs are 
in effect “sirens” of asset 
inflation. 

 

Investors should continue 
to expect the worst 
about Europe’s financial 
and monetary outlook.  
Negative interest rate 
policy is on its way out 
but other flaws are 
deepening as asset 
inflation strengthens.  
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       It seems as if the main motif in investment trends has been 
“the scurrying into assets” which will retain their real value, as the 
inflation menace grows.  The dominant judgement here is that there are 
two asset classes best primed to do this – gold on the one hand, and the 
equities of the big US monopolists on the other hand (whose rental 
income in nominal terms should grow with inflation and most likely by 
much more, according to prevailing speculative opinion).  

       There are some doubts about real estate, as a safe store of 
value at this point, given some recent quite sharp corrections in one-time 
hot markets around the world (including top-end residential real estate in 
Manhattan and London for example), even whilst asset inflation 
(globally) remains virulent; some huge real estate markets though are 
reaching new speculative heights (including markets in Germany, Japan 
and some US metropolitan areas).     

 
 Diagnosing asset inflation at start of new decade 
      As all readers of Global Monetary Viewpoint know, monetary 

inflation has two elements – goods and services inflation, together with 
asset inflation.   Dangers are recognizable, with respect to both 
elements, at the dawn of the third decade in the twenty first century. 

       As regards asset inflation, evidence of present virulence 
includes:  

       First, record thin spreads in the risky credit space and more 
generally booming carry trades (in currency, credit, illiquidity); 

       Second, amazingly high P/E ratios on established 
monopolies - over 30 on Google, Microsoft, Visa, Facebook and a P/E 
ratio for Apple at 25 – all indicative of a state of expectations that 
dazzling profitability (including a large element of monopoly rent) will last 
for ever; 

        Third, a “stratospheric” P/E ratio on Amazon (over 80) – 
meaning an almost $1 trillion capitalization for this company which has 
yet to demonstrate anything approaching monopoly profits, but many 
believe these are on their way (helped along by alleged predatory 
practices made possible by such cheap equity capital) - and an even 
higher P/E on Blackstone (over 100), a company which many would say 
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is the epicentre of the real estate and private equity bubbles, including 
aspects of crony capitalism which thrive under monetary inflation.    

       Fourth, the still mainstream prospect of continuing economic 
weakness across emerging markets has not prevented a visible capital 
influx into this sector through late 2019.  One story here has been the 
truce in the Xi-Trump tariff war; but it is unclear how this can be the 
catalyst to sweeping away intense mal-investment and over-leverage in 
the emerging market world, especially related to real estate, consumers 
and exports. 

       The telling of speculative narratives has always been part of 
the asset inflation process – and so it has been in the recent past.   

        Examples of rampant speculation include first, profits from 
5G technology (for example, Apple is expected now to sell new devices 
from late 2020 to harness 5G); second, about how a recovery is 
occurring from the mid-cycle slowdown of early/mid-2018 to late 2019 – 
helped by the trade truce between the US and China, together with 
interest rate cuts and other forms of supposed central bank stimulus 
realized throughout 2019, both in the US and abroad; and third, 
widespread absolute conviction in the sustainability of super profit for the 
giant US monopolists and oligopolists (some quoted above).  

       The big speculative narrative about the Fed (and other 
central banks) is spread by incessant propaganda, amplified by regular 
press conferences, attended and commented upon by a compliant 
media for which this is an easy story.   According to this narrative, 
inflation remains well under control, even if there is a transitory blip 
ahead, and the Fed has the means (and tools) to extend the business 
cycle expansion in the face of any headwinds.     

Goods inflation emerging from camouflage of disinflation 
        This time in the US, the further build-up of asset inflation 

through late 2019 has been going along with some modest rise in 
inflation expectations, but so far these are not breaking out in any way 
such as to signal broader alarm.   Increasing inflation expectations are 
lowering real interest rates even as nominal long-term rates climb.   

       It would be no surprise to many market participants to see 
US goods and services inflation rising broadly to 2.5 to 3 per cent in the 
first half of 2020, especially taking account of the spike in oil prices (up 
almost 20% since August 2019) and now in a wider span of commodities 
(including food).  There has been some uptick in US wage-rates (with 
unit labour costs in the third quarter up by more than 3 per cent year-on-
year) and Federal government pay rates are rising (exceptionally) by 
around 3% on average, according to the latest award signed by 
President Trump.  
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         Even so, there is a general wariness amongst economic 

commentators or actors to “call wolf”, yet again – so many higher 
inflation forecasts have proved false, through this long cyclical 
expansion.  Who knows when the real disinflationary forces of 
globalization, digitalization, commodity abundance, are going to lose 
some power and even go into reverse?   

       This may already be happening.   
       Over-investment in global supply chains is correcting; asset 

inflation may well have caused considerable over-investment in 
digitalization over the past two decades; the ability of star firms in each 
industrial sector to hold back wage gains by preventing their 
technological advantages from seeping out will wane; and in shale oil, a 
sobering down of expectations as regards long-term output from drilling 
is one of several factors in the recent upturn in prices for oil.   

        Whenever these non-monetary forces of disinflation weaken 
(as may already be happening), consensus opinion and certainly central 
bankers are going to be very late in the day in recognizing this.  
Furthermore, the next big recession might come just as the above 
disinflationary forces are continuing to wane, imparting a new natural 
rhythm of prices downwards for some time. 

         The message from previous US business cycles – including 
the expansion from 2003-6/7 - is that inflation (when it rises) often 
surprises on the upside.  A difference, this time, will be the lack of 
response at all from the Fed, which will most likely keep rates flat and 
argue that any rise is transitory, linked to special factors - in any case, 
there is some cumulative undershooting of inflation targets in recent 
years which should now be matched by some overshoot. 

       Hence, higher inflation might bring some further uptick in 
long-term nominal US rates, whilst real rates remain flat or even edge 
down.   This combination does not obviously favour continuing equity 
market strength.   Higher inflation brings higher taxation of income and 
profits (in real terms), if the past is any guide (non-indexation of 
corporate profits tax and capital gains).  Furthermore, the inflation 
uncertainty (the possibility that it will spike to much higher levels) can 
stimulate reticence amongst consumers who bolster their savings.   

       There is also the danger out there (well beyond 2020 most 
likely) that if inflation continues to accelerate, there could be a sudden 
reining back of monetary inflation, even if that is not on the agenda for 
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2020.    That reining back would likely induce a cyclical downturn or, at 
the very least, a slowdown (that is, a growth recession).     

 
Absurdity of central banks reliance on econometrics  
        Long gone is any monetary anchor which would tend to set 

off automatic mechanisms, capable of reining back monetary inflation 
promptly as it emerges.  The 2 per cent inflation is an econometric 
standard, born out of the perceived failures of monetarism.  It is an 
emperor’s new clothes standard; no rational sceptic would have any 
confidence in the econometrics, Phillips curve and all, and with no 
regime role for monetary forces, other than via policy interest rates and 
their divergence from visibly phoney estimates of so-called neutral 
interest rates – a concept which in any case is very blurry.    

        The absurdity of an econometric based standard has 
reached a new stage, with the ECB’s recent 20-year anniversary 
publication of a paper by its top econometricians revealing that non-
conventional monetary policies have boosted GDP cumulatively 2.7%, 
between 2015 and end 2018, whilst raising cumulative inflation by 0.3bp 
annually.   The ECB report makes no reference to all the potential mal-
investment stemming from its radical monetary policies, along with the 
curtailment of creative destruction; and there is no amortization of the 
eventual bust.   

         Anyhow, for now inertia in expectations formation is 
favouring the central bankers.   Inflation expectations in the US have 
remained close to 2 per cent, because that is where inflation has been 
for many years.   

         But we should have no illusions here.   
         The monetary system is now wholly without anchor. 

Radical monetary policies have totally destroyed the monetary base as a 
pivot to the system; interest rate manipulations and econometrics are not 
substitutes for an anchor.  

        A break-out of inflation to much higher levels is well within 
the mainstream of possible scenarios in the medium-term future.  The 
public is not homogeneous in their attitude to inflation, some may 
already be experiencing a rise in their anxiety level ahead of the crowd – 
relevant to capital market pricing.  

 
Fama’s doctrine of market efficiency – a big monetary 

problem   
        The idea that the formation of expectations in the markets is 

heterogeneous, conflicts somewhat with mainstream finance theory.   
Some readers over the holidays may have seen a long interview with 
one of the pioneers of this – at least the efficient market doctrine in its 
various forms – Eugene Fama (together with his brilliant business 
disciple David Booth.   

         The adamant contention (of both individuals) is that there is 
no benefit from superior insights in an efficient market-place; the equity 
market is broadly efficient (though there are some variations of view, as 
to whether this is in strong form – meaning absolutely no systematic 
returns to knowledge – or in a weaker form, one can infer the possibility 
of returns from exceptional knowledge, in exceptional circumstances).     
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        This raises the key issue, should any investors hope that 
they can do better than just buying and holding the market portfolio 
through time, when it comes to skilful interpretation of the economic and 
monetary environment.    

       The response from Fama and Booth would be a resounding 
no.   Just settle for the long-run average rate of return on stocks – treat 
that as the expected rate of return from a constant probability 
distribution, from which returns are drawn over time. It is no surprise that 
the performance looks great after many years of the most virulent asset 
inflation in modern history, with all threatened asset deflations so far 
delusionary?    

       That is no doubt a good marketing line for Fama-Booth and 
for the sellers (and creators) of indexed equity products, especially at a 
time of desperation for yield induced by monetary inflation.   But let us 
go back to basics.   

        If the monetary reality is that we have repeated long cycles 
of monetary inflation featuring intense asset inflations; and every so 
often, sometimes after 7 years, sometimes after 10-12 years, there is a 
crash and great recession, then it is a hoax to pretend that stock returns 
come from a stable distribution, which additionally approximates to a 
normal distribution.  

        Rather, investors should realize that there are variable, and 
possibly, long periods of fairly stable high returns, broken at highly 
variable intervals by huge losses, quite out of character with any 
specified distribution.   

Random walkers down Wall Street beware 
       Fama and Booth may recommend that all of us remain 

sheepish, enjoying “a random walk down Wall Street” (the title of the 
well-known book by Bernard Malkiel, espousing the benefit of passive 
investment under conditions of market efficiency) with its high returns for 
many years, and give no thought to the known cliff out there, albeit at 
uncertain distance from the present, and an uncertain drop to the next 
ground level (with an uncertain ground beyond) – because thinking will 
not help us improve our overall returns.   This narrative has 
accompanied a massive build-up of indexed-investment, very probably 
far in excess of what would have occurred under sober-rational 
assessment, by individuals of the cliff beyond.   

        Yet there is surely something in the human condition that 
makes some of us want to know more about this cliff, and consider how 
we may construct a damage control plan, not so onerous hopefully that it 
would deprive us of all the high returns in the long march to the cliff.  So 
some investors decide that they should try to get to grips with the 
processes underlying this, including the key monetary forces, and come 
up with their own assessments of likely dynamics.  It is premature to say 
whether they were deluding themselves and should have remained like 
“sheep”, listening cheerfully to the sirens of the efficient marketeers.  

       Yet, Fama and Booth tell us in advance that their efforts will 
be futile.  But how can they be so sure.  

        Even if many of them do less well than the “sheep”, after 
this cycle is completed, that tells us nothing about future cycles or cycles 
on average, over the long run.  Investors could well question whether the 
efficient marketeers ever immersed themselves in the study of monetary 
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inflations and their component parts in asset inflation and goods 
inflation?   

         There is contra-evidence.  In the 1970s, Fama taught his 
classes that the normal average real rate of return on the safest asset, 
Treasury Bills, is zero – and that is a long-run constant.   But with 
hindsight (and some had foresight), that low real rate of return was 
symptomatic of extraordinary monetary manipulations in an inflationary 
direction.    

          Moreover,  given six completed virulent asset inflations in 
the US in the past 100 years, (1922-9,  1935-7, 1962-73, 1985-90, 1993-
2000, 2003-7), each with many different particular characteristics, the 
fallacy of drawing conclusions from small sample sizes holds.   A key 
issue to consider: how exhaustive has their study been of all sizeable 
investors, basing their decisions in part on monetary theories including 
treatment of asset inflation?  

        Yes, it is probably the case that many monetary pessimists, 
at the most virulent stage of the asset inflation process, are lagging the 
performance of investors who were fully committed to chasing star asset 
classes higher – and that may well be the situation today.   That 
conclusion is not self-evident, given the high cumulative returns from 
holding gold and long-maturity T-bonds since 2000.   As a general 
principle, we should test different “philosophies” of investment against 
the record of performance over a whole asset inflation cycle, and ideally 
several, not just from trough to peak in one particular cycle.     

 
Business cycle forecasts are futile but intuition possible 
         Fama (and his business disciple) may be on stronger 

ground, where they warn of the futility of timing the business cycle so as 
to improve portfolio performance.   But even here, the lesson should be 
taught with considerable nuance.  

         Yes, for sure, the big econometric forecasts, whether from 
supranational organization or central banks, have been largely flawed 
and performed worse (in some cases) than just tossing a coin.  Let us 
not forget Ludwig von Mises, the renowned Austrian School economist, 
who warned against business statisticians posing as economic 
forecasters.   

          Yet Mises does concede that there are business decision 
makers out there (and presumably investors) who do gain valuable 
intuition about the economic future, including business upturns and 
downturns, far short of course of precise quarterly forecasts of the macro 
variables.  

         Fama’s tools for testing market efficiency (in this regard) 
would be just too crude to uncover this possibility. 

        So back to the starting question of this viewpoint, the 
challenges for investors in search of real income in 2020 and beyond.   
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Investment challenges 2020 
         Most likely, goods and services inflation in the US, long 

camouflaged in this cycle by non-monetary disinflationary forces 
including globalization and digitalization and commodity abundance, is 
going to become more apparent, as early as the first half of 2020.   

        This will be against the background of some uptick in 
economic indicators in the US, and globally driven (at least superficially) 
by the trade truce between China and the US, together with the related 
surge in many asset prices.   We should be sceptical towards this uptick, 
reflecting largely how business respondents in ticking the boxes to the 
surveys have been influenced by the Great Market Obsession of 2019, 
the Xi-Trump tariff war and the subsequent truce.  It is dubious whether 
actual output and investment decisions have been so susceptible to this 
narrative. 

         As readers of GMV know, there have been many gainers 
as well as losers from the tariff war, but we hear more from the potential 
and actual losers than the gainers; and with or without the tariff war 
there would now be a long period of reverse globalization, as the over-
investment (driven in part by monetary inflation) in global supply chains 
is now corrected.    

        The actual rise of US inflation is likely to be accompanied by 
pervasive cynicism about the response of the monetary authorities.  
They will not take early action in response – or indeed any action.  
Instead, there will be interminable texts and press conferences on why 
the upturn in inflation is transitory and justified by earlier overshoots.  

       Some in the market will not be satisfied with this, and fear 
even higher inflation ahead and for a long period.   They will migrate 
further into gold.  Long-term interest rates could edge up, though falling 
further in real terms (in inflation-indexed T-bond market).   

       Inflation anxieties could at some point trigger the first crash 
in the equity market (as explained at the start).   

        There are strong grounds for doubting the longevity and 
strength of the economic upturn in the US and globally which many in 
the marketplace have been celebrating (prematurely).  It could all turn 
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out to be the proverbial damp squib, even before the first shudder 
downwards in asset markets. 

        Talking about shudders, inflation is not the only trigger here; 
who knows what might cause a collective pressing of the button for the 
exit from the asset inflation train at some point.    

         What are the potential downward forces on economic 
expansion in 2020?   

 
Potential downward forces on global economy in 2020 
          They include: 
    First, a shale oil patch in the US where capital spending is 

becoming harder to finance, given the coming down to earth of 
estimates for new drilling; an aircraft sector under the curse of an earlier 
bubble which has now burst in demand;  

    Second, a US commercial real estate market which may only 
be waking up belatedly to the irreversible devastation of bricks and 
mortar shopping by the predatory practices and crony capitalism of the 
greatest online retailer, financed by extraordinarily cheap equity (in line 
with bubble);  

     Third, a potential revulsion, as equity markets fall in the vast 
high-risk debt manufactured by the private equity industry;  

       Fourth, consumers anxious about negative real returns on 
savings, human capital erosion by technological change, a volatile equity 
climate amidst inflation surprise, becoming more cautious;  

        Fifth, the Asia epicentre of this asset inflation failing to “re-
bound”.   

        Just think of 6% actual year-on-year inflation already in 
China (and the limits that poses to potential monetary stimulus), not to 
mention the over-burdened (with debt) households, the crumbling credits 
and the 30 million empty apartments; the Japanese modest economic 
downturn now under way may well not turn around in response to the 
latest Abe Keynesian fiscal package, amidst considerable angst not just 
limited to the economic situation.   

        
In Europe, NIRP on way out, but euro unlikely to gain 
        In Europe, a slight economic upturn is most probably 

already under way, but that is all (no basis for predicting a new strong 
upturn). Asset inflation is virulent in some real estate markets and also 
some credit markets; whilst the boom in carry trades (for example, 
moving out of euros into US dollars, Canadian dollars, or emerging 
markets  across a range of assets to get higher yields albeit at some 
risk) has become huge.   The ECB, like the Swedish central bank which 
has already just abandoned negative rates, will most probably respond 
to growing risks related to all this, especially now that the growth cycle 
downturn (or even recession) is seen as giving way to new acceleration.        

      Hence the ECB will almost abandon negative interest rates (a 
lot of chatter about this before it occurs say in mid-year).   

     The justification will be the latest econometric evidence about 
the fading of its effectiveness since 2017 – but to save face, the door will 
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be kept open to their use at a later date.  The ECB’s research paper 
published last December, “A tale of two decades: the ECB’s policy at 20” 
estimates that at its peak influence, negative rates added 20bp to 
economic growth in 2017, whilst the cumulative growth boost from all 
forms of non-conventional policy during 2015-18 has been 270bp;  no 
mention of course in this official paper of all the mal-investment or the 
asset deflation plus recession which will come at the end of this cycle  

      Politically, it is not sensible from the viewpoint of Chief 
Lagarde, to go on fanning resentment in Germany to negative rates, 
when they are achieving so little.   Better to use their withdrawal, as 
grounds for continuing with QE and for this to be directed towards 
financing vast Green expenditure, including in Germany.    

          Does this abandonment of negative policy rates in Europe 
and the emergence of higher US inflation mean a weak dollar and a 
stronger euro? 

        Such speculation could well be the market story for early 
2020.    But it may well not persist well into the year.   NIRP (negative 
interest rate policy) replaced by ZIRP (zero interest rate policy) in 
Europe is not such a big deal especially alongside empowered QE and 
LTROs and RG (rates guidance).  Moreover, even with ZIRP, yields may 
remain negative on German government bonds, given concerns about 
banking risks and the possibility of eventual exit of Germany from EMU 
(meaning revaluation possibly of German bonds). 

         Finally, the political outlook in Europe is troubled - by mid-
year, there could be a Green-CDU government in Berlin (even possible 
that the Greens will be an equal partner to CDU).  Looking further 
ahead, the bubbles in German (and Dutch) real estate are problematic 
(over-supply in some sectors; investment demand pull-backs in line with 
equity market falls).   In any bout of asset deflation, the curse of weak 
European banking comes to the fore as a big negative for Europe.    

 
Bottom Line: 
Investors should prepare for inflation surprises in two dimensions 

– US reported consumer inflation running higher with no monetary policy 
response, sudden speculative temperature falls in the context of present 
virulent asset inflation. Consequently, a sudden new global economic 
slowdown starting during 2020, driven by these “surprises” is well within 
the mainstream of possible scenarios.  Despite a recent flurry of euro 
optimism (both in equities and currency markets), Europe is highly 
vulnerable to these negative developments.  Finally it is not too late for 
investors to think long and deeply about whether the random walk down 
Wall Street as recommended by the efficient marketeers is their best 
strategy.   

 
 


